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Abstract. This study focuses on the role of monasteries in the
medical provision of the late eighteenth-century Hungarian Kingdom, with a
special interest in monastery pharmacies located in rural environments. These
pharmacies and their apothecaries were gradually disappearing agents of the
medical marketplace from the 1770s as a result of the strengthening endeavor
of the Habsburg rulers to control the professional standards and business
activity of the medical personnel in their realms. This effort coincided with
the introduction of new church policies that aimed at reducing the number of
monasteries and channeling their resources into pastoral care. By pointing at
the impact of ecclesiastical reforms on the medical oeconomy, I argue that
state interference did not merely fill the gaps in the medical supply, but it also
redefined the already existing networks and activity of various practitioners, as
it can be seen from the examples of the apothecary-surgeon brothers of
religious orders. I will present three case studies through which I will shed
light on the local embeddedness of three monastery pharmacies, namely: the
Franciscans of Keszthely, the Capuchins of Hatvan, and the Paulines of
Lepoglava. I will explore how successfully (or unsuccessfully) the dissolution
of these monasteries could put an end to the activity of the lay brothers who
were in charge of running their pharmacies and often fulfilled the tasks of
surgeons, too, both inside and outside their monasteries. By exploring the
ambiguities surrounding these healers, who were simultaneously associated
with a stable place and with the image of itinerant healers and who routinely
crossed the borders between domestic and public, charitable and
commercialized, professional and popular healing practices, I will also show
why they could not be compatible with the standardizing endeavors of the
state.
Keywords: monastery, pharmacy, apothecary, rural medicine, state building,
institutionalization, professionalization, quacks.
Introduction
This study focuses on monastery pharmacies located in rural areas in the
territory of the Hungarian Kingdom,1 explores their role in the medical oeconomy,2
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and seeks answer to the questions of how and why their activity changed as the
provision of medical and pastoral care became a multifaceted governmental concern
in the Habsburg lands in the second half of the eighteenth century. It investigates the
pharmacies of three religious orders—Franciscans, Capuchins and Paulines—and
analyzes their interactions with state power from two main aspects: on the one hand,
it enumerates the new professional and operational standards they had to conform to
under the supervision of the newly evolving medical bureaucracy; on the other hand,
it considers the effects of the ecclesiastical politics of Maria Theresa and Joseph II that
called into question the social utility of religious orders and put through the
dissolution of several monasteries.3 By focusing on pharmacies that stopped operating
as a result of the closing down of the monasteries to which they were connected, this
study will also shed light on the impact monastery dissolutions had on the dynamics
and composition of the medical marketplace.
While the Habsburg medical and ecclesiastical policies strived for uniformity,
and mirrored the agenda of creating an empire from a large composite state, the
various regulations were usually issued for the individual provinces and lands at
different times and with adjustments to the legal and bureaucratic apparatus of the
territory. The monasteries investigated in this study were all located in the
administrative scope of the Hungarian Kingdom and, consequently, the state power
with which they interacted was not only the mediator of centralizing imperial
endeavors, but it also carried specific features of the governmental and social
structures of the country. For this reason, my study provides examples that present,
first of all, the operation of the bureaucratic apparatus of the Hungarian Kingdom and
contribute to a more comprehensive understanding of imperial governance from this
particular perspective.
The cases I present enable the reconstruction of a complex set of practices
centered around the investigated monastery pharmacies. The complexity of the
monasteries‘ medical activities was a problem itself in the eyes of the representatives
of medical and governmental power, as it ran counter to the principles of creating
clear professional boundaries and a standard body of knowledge associated with each
category. Monastery pharmacies probably did not differ significantly from their secular
counterparts regarding their medicaments and equipment, but their embeddedness
into the material and spiritual economy of a monastery conferred specific
characteristics to their contact with customers, business conduct, and personnel that
varied also according to the religious order. Furthermore, as I will show, the
apothecary brothers of the presented case studies covered broad areas, both
geographically and professionally; they were often qualified not as pharmacists, but as
surgeons and they worked not only in their monasteries, but also acted as itinerant
healers maintaining contact with the inhabitants of smaller, faraway settlements. I will
explore how these multifaceted activities could or could not be integrated into the
evolving Habsburg ―medical empire‖, the extent to which standardizing endeavors
facilitated or prevented the further operation of the monastery pharmacies and the
way the religious orders themselves challenged the limits of standardization with
skillfully discovered loopholes and indefatigable negotiations. At the broadest level,
the cases presented here exemplify ―how local social relations accommodate
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universalising knowledge projects, or in other words, how governance operates: how it
is that a centralised power can successfully act at a distance.‖4
The bureaucratization of medical and ecclesiastical affairs
The intellectual and governmental fundaments of the medical and
ecclesiastical policies of the 1780s were established in the 1740s. A key figure of the
process was Gerard van Swieten (1700-1772),5 the privy councilor and court physician
of Maria Theresa, whose appointment as the head of the medical faculty at the
University of Vienna in 1749 marks out the starting point of a comprehensive
educational reform overhauling the whole university.6 Van Swieten was also appointed
as chief librarian and took over the supervision of censorship.7 Furthermore, he
fulfilled the office of the premier physician (Protomedicus), by which he represented the
main professional and bureaucratic authority of medical affairs.8 Van Swieten‘s
multiple offices reflect a shift not only in the cultivation of medical and natural
knowledge, but also in the way of maintaining state power. As Emma Spary pointed
out, ―the 1740s as a decade marked the consolidation of a particular relationship
between enlightenment and government, in which natural knowledge-makers such as
physicians laid claim to public authority over others on the basis of their knowledge
expertise.‖9 The bond between medicine and governance was further strengthened as
―[t]he convergence of van Swieten‘s and Maria Theresia‘s agendas for medical training,
practice and knowledge was legitimated and very much coloured by the embrace of
cameralism by the Habsburg state.‖10
The intellectual framework of health care policies designed and issued for the
Habsburg realms was improved further through the developing concept of the
‗medical police‘ in the 1760s.11 Joseph von Sonnenfels (1733-1817), holder of the chair
in Polizey- und Kameralwisseschaften at the University of Vienna from 1763, regarded
effective administration as one of the main pillars of monarchical legitimacy. He
believed that the inner safety of the state is based on its capability to assure and
provide a convenient and safe life for its inhabitants. Sonnenfels emphasized the
importance of public health care to an extent unprecedented among theoreticians and
―[h]is brand of Polizeywissenschaft has been credited with providing the most important
stimuli (in other words, more important than those of medical science) to the
construction of a rational system of public health care in Austria.‖12 Sonnenfels‘ ideas
were developed further in Johann Peter Frank‘s System einer vollständigen medicinischen
Polizey issued in six volumes from 1779.13
The first normative regulation of public health policies was issued in 1770
under the title Generale Normativum in Re Sanitatis and it was completed with a
supplement in 1773.14 The Generale Normativum established the main guidelines for the
operation and supervision of pharmacies. The standards explicated therein became
more and more sophisticated in the further policies issued during 1770s, which
created a complex definition of the ideal pharmacy: a stationary apothecary shop
publicly run by a qualified person, selling medicaments prepared according to the
recipes of a standard pharmacopoeia15 and sold at prices stipulated in a pricing
manual.16 However, several pharmacies did not meet all these criteria and could avoid
doing so as long as no regular pharmacy visitations were carried out. This was not
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possible without a network of well-trained county physicians and surgeons who could
act as local authorities mastering the necessary expertise.17
In 1752, a royal decree obliged the counties in Hungary to appoint a county
physician at a fixed annual salary. This can be regarded as the first step of creating a
network of authorized professionals in order to control and manage medical activities
on the local level. Nevertheless, it took about three decades to realize it. Gerard van
Swieten laid down the fundaments of the network of medical experts connected to the
local level of administration (county, town magistrate), and from the 1770s onward a
new generation of physicians was prepared for the evolving medical bureaucracy.18
Their network started to work effectively in the first half of the 1780s. A medical
department (Departamentum Sanitatis) was created in the Hungarian Locotenential
Council19 in 1783, which functioned as the main coordinator of supervising medical
experts. It required annual medical reports from county physicians, which started
being sent to the Locotenential Council only from 1786.20 The reports were expected
to contain detailed accounts on pharmacy visitations carried out according to the
uniform and detailed guidelines specified in July 1786.21
The pharmacies placed under scrutiny from 1786 were documented in great
detail, and the reports map out the location and conditions of the pharmacies in the
territory of the Hungarian Kingdom in a uniquely comprehensive way.22 Nevertheless,
as I will demonstrate through the examples of monastery pharmacies, the inspectors‘
gaze still could not penetrate everywhere. Another set of sources—namely, the
documents produced following Joseph II‘s church reforms—sheds light on gaps in
the recoding process of medical supervisions. Several monastery pharmacies do not
appear in the reports of county physicians, and their real significance in the fields of
both domestic and public health care has not been recognized. One of the reasons
could be that they were borderline cases between domestic and public health care,
while the exempted legal status of monasteries could also prevent county physicians
and other officials from extending their supervision to monastery pharmacies.
Fortunately, these pharmacies were still documented, partly by the religious orders
themselves, partly because of an earlier and more effectively appearing state control
over religious orders from the 1770s that was paired with extensive record keeping. By
the time it became a general practice to submit pharmacy visitation reports to the
Locotenential Council, the state-run church reforms were already in progress, and
approximately 55 monasteries had been dissolved in the first half of the 1780s.23 In
these cases, mainly the minute books of the dissolution procedures, and especially the
inventories of the confiscated goods can inform about the existence of pharmacies.24
It is also important to note that some of the spared monasteries were banned from
operating their pharmacies publicly earlier than 1786 and, consequently, those
pharmacies were not listed in the county physicians‘ reports either.25 Finally, it is
important to consider one more possible advantage of including sources from the
archives of the offices responsible for ecclesiastical affairs: the pharmacy visitations
had to follow a prescribed pattern of examinations that determined the main clusters
of their inquiries and the pieces of information they recorded. Contrasting and
completing them with records produced in consequence of the dissolution of or
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increased control over monasteries may shed light on the operation of monastery
pharmacies from a different point of view.
Monastery pharmacies: a blurred category
Monastery pharmacies shared one common feature: namely, they were
embedded into a monastic framework. Nevertheless, the ―medical agenda‖ of each
religious order may have been different and state policies could reinforce and exploit
these differences.
The activities of the Brothers Hospitallers of St. John of God (Barmherzigen)
and of the Saint Elisabeth Order were centered on the care of the sick from the very
beginning of their foundation, and they operated as complex institutions where the
pharmacy usually facilitated the medicine supply of a hospital and occasionally
functioned as a public pharmacy. Their monasteries and hospitals were founded in
free royal cities (Bratislava, Eisenstadt) or in towns of episcopal seats or possessions
(Spišské Podhradie, Eger, Timișoara, Pápa, Oradea, Vác.)26 The Saint Elisabeth Order
had only one monastery in Bratislava, and its second monastery was founded in 1785
in Buda.27 Both religious orders were spared from dissolutions, and if a monk or nun
of a closed down monastery decided to join one of their institutions, the pension he
or she could receive was usually higher than the average.28
The pharmacies of the religious orders that did not undertake medical
provision as their main activity often evolved as domestic pharmacies.29 Their
foundation in rural areas was usually justified with the geographical distance from any
other pharmacy and with the monastic community‘s demand for easy to access
medicaments. They could also be turned into public pharmacies, and the trade in
medicaments became part of the monastery‘s economic activity. Their foundation
depended on several factors: it could be initiated both by the provincial leader of the
religious order, by the guardian of the monastery, or by a landlord or donator. It
usually required some investment and had to gain supporters for this specific purpose.
30

While the religious orders operating hospitals were not exposed to the threat
of dissolution and gained state support, the monasteries running only a pharmacy
usually had to stop selling medicaments outside their monasteries unless their
management was handed over to a qualified pharmacist. However, these monasteries
not always had the time to accommodate themselves to this requirement: their activity
often ended with the dissolution of the whole monastery. My study focuses on this
second type of monastery pharmacies—mainly run by mendicant orders—and on
their strategies applied in order to cope with the challenges of the simultaneously
pursued church and medical reforms.
Distances: the mobility of healers and customers
If we want to understand the spatial outreach of medical services during the
second half of the eighteenth century, we first need to examine how mobile patients
and healers were. The accessibility of medical care depended not only on the
practitioners‘ numbers, erudition and fees, but also on the geographical distance,
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which implied concerns about the quality of roads, travel costs and time required for
the journeys.
The changes introduced by the new policies in the medical marketplace made
the concerns about practitioners‘ geographical availability more explicit: the case of
the Franciscan pharmacy of Andocs in Somogy County provides a striking example.
This monastery pharmacy was closed down in 1781 as a consequence of Joseph II‘s
church policies, and its closure triggered protests among the officials and noblemen of
the county.31 The copy of an unsigned letter from the archives of the monastery, now
preserved in the Slovakian State Archives of Bratislava, informs us about the state of
medical provision in the region. It is written in Hungarian and addresses the chief
administrator (ispán) of the county, with its unknown author advocating for the
maintenance of the pharmacy. The writer points out the problem of geographical
circumstances and distances that strongly influenced the accessibility of medicaments.
His exact location is unknown, but he states that the pharmacies and doctors of
Kaposvár (the administrative center of his county) are as far away from him as
Veszprém—on the other side of Lake Balaton—because of the mountains and roads
he would have to cross if he opted for Kaposvár. For this reason, the pharmacy in
Andocs is the only accessible place for the author of the letter to get medicine within a
reasonable distance. He begs for the preservation of the Franciscan pharmacy, and he
points out that the patients‘ situation is even more difficult if the doctor and the
pharmacist cannot act simultaneously; it takes one or two days to meet the doctor and
to get a prescription from him, and it takes the medicaments at least as much time
again to arrive from the pharmacist—not to mention all the risks of the trip the
traveler faces. Thus, the efficiency of the doctor‘s prescription may be very poor, since
the patient cannot get the appropriate medicine soon enough.32 However, the
passionate protest did not yield any effect; the pharmacy was closed down and some
parts of its equipment were moved to the Franciscan monastery pharmacy of
Keszthely.33
Although the aforementioned letter of protest raised issues regarding
distance, invoices preserved in the inventories of dissolved monasteries show that
travelling 30-60 kilometers in order to access or provide medical services was not
unusual. The Premonstratensians of Türje had no domestic pharmacy and availed
themselves of secular experts. At the time of their dissolution, they were indebted to
five different healers—none of which resided in their market town, which seems to
have lacked medical experts. Arguably, the rich Premonstratensian monastery was
most concerned about the acquisition of medicaments from the surgeon of Zala
County, the Brothers Hospitallers of St. John of God of Pápa and Zacharias Kumer,
the pharmacist of Sümeg. They also took advantage of examinations and other
services of two surgeons, Georg Eikhel in Sümeg and Rupert Récs, the surgeon of Vas
County, who probably resided in Szombathely (the center of the county). The latter
presented an invoice that included his travel costs.34 Consequently, even if the costs of
the treatment could be covered (or at least credited), there was—literally—no easy
way to get them: Türje was 15 kilometers away from Sümeg, 30 kilometers from
Zalaegerszeg (the seat of Zala County) and approximately 60 kilometers away from
both Pápa and Szombathely.
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As the cases of Andocs and Türje demonstrate, the catchment area of a healer
could extend to significant distances. Nevertheless, geographical factors—i.e., the
quality of the roads—could be regarded as serious obstacles and they could influence
the choices of the patients at least as much as their trust in the knowledge of the
practitioner. The inhabitants of rural areas were interested in cutting the time and
costs of a journey, and they appreciated if the medical examination and the acquisition
of medicaments could happen simultaneously or, at least, did not require detours. For
the same reason, it was also an advantage if the household could rely on some kind of
medical self-supply.
The monastic communities can be also considered as households prioritizing
the medical provision of their own members. The everyday life of monasteries largely
depended on the services of lay brothers who usually took simple vows and
performed services requiring artisanal skills (tailor, smith, carpenter, etc.) or
contributed to the daily operation of the monastery (cooks, porters, etc.). If the
monastery had a domestic or public pharmacy, it was also usually run by a lay brother
who could also fulfill the duties of a surgeon. The activity of these apothecary-surgeon
lay brothers implied various forms of healing and could serve not only their own
community, but also the broader environment of their monasteries. Once they got
into contact with the outer world, the boundaries of domestic and public, charitable
and commercial, settled and itinerant became blurred. As the members of mendicant
religious orders were often travelling around in order to collect alms, they could also
sensitively and flexibly respond to the demands of patients who were either not
mobile enough to travel or could not afford the services of lay practitioners, whose
fees could increase even further due to the travel costs too. The following examples
will demonstrate how these lay brothers became embedded into the medical
oeconomy of their region by receiving support not only from their customers, but
occasionally also from state-employed physicians or aristocratic patrons and what kind
of concerns their activity caused for the county physicians being in charge of their
supervision.
Payments or donations? –The Capuchin pharmacy of Hatvan
The complexity of the activities of monastic healers and their embeddedness
into the local community was very well documented in the Capuchin monastery of
Hatvan. In 1786 two inspectors—county physician Carolus Dosler, and county
surgeon Thomas Kynzburg—visited the pharmacy and noticed that although Fr.
Fridericus Holzegger had a degree, he was qualified as a surgeon rather than as a
pharmacist. Because of the medical policies in force since 1770, he was not eligible to
run the pharmacy without an apothecary degree earned at one of the Universities of
the Habsburg realms. Nevertheless, the guardian of the monastery seemed to be well
informed of the relevant legal regulations, for he referred to an ordinance allowing
surgeons to have a small pharmacy containing the most important medicaments if
there were no other pharmacies nearby. The supervisors could not bring any
counterargument, but reported the guardian‘s question to the Locotenential Council,
presenting their assumption that the lay brother ―sold‖ medicaments for alms during
his mendicant trips to the countryside – as it was the general practice for mendicant
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orders. They stated that this practice was keeping surgeons away from the countryside,
as they could not make their living in competition with the mendicant brothers.35
The inspectors did not take it into consideration that other surgeons were
already living in Hatvan,36 and the pharmacy was most heavily criticized for its
uncleanliness—which could also mean that the officina was not used on a regular basis.
Their main concern was the itinerant healing practice that was presented as charitable
activity, but it obviously had some kind of connection with the collection of alms, i.e.,
implied exchanges during the mendicant trips when neither the medicaments given to
the patients occasionally, nor their reciprocation, could be controlled. The monks
received donations usually not in cash, but in kind, which made it even more difficult
to decide whether it was a donation or a payment. But it was assumed that they were
not in accordance with the prices uniformly defined in the official pricing manual. The
concerns explicated by the inspectors are worth to be considered not merely as true or
false accusations, but as an action that shaped the discourse of medical oeconomy
with its own terminology. The itinerant healers of various religious orders could
accommodate themselves to the less monetized economy of the countryside and their
exchanges were not restricted to the medical oeconomy but blended into a spiritual
one. Even if the inspectors could not act out direct control over these practices, they
could assert a discursive power by advocating for more clearly defined boundaries
both of the services provided and of the means of their reciprocation.
The monastery of Hatvan was closed down in the next year, and Holzegger
was directed by the provincial to the neighboring monastery of Máriabesnyő.37
Although most of the medicaments and equipment of the pharmacy of Hatvan were
sent to the Capuchin monastery of Mór, where the pharmacist already had the
necessary qualification to run a public pharmacy, several instruments and books were
considered as Holzegger‘s private goods and he was allowed to carry them to
Máriabesnyő. While Mór was very far away from Hatvan, the latter‘s distance from
Máriabesnyő was only 30 km. The fact that he was not moved to Mór with the
equipment of the pharmacy could have been the result of a strategic decision:
although his medical practice was restricted for a while, he still could keep and
maintain his network of patients. A record reports about his medical activity in
Besnyő in 1802 again. From this time on, he was labeled again as chyrurgus,
apothecary and nurse of the sick until 1814, when he moved to the monastery of
Buda.38
Holzegger‘s career stimulates further questions: what can be regarded as a
reliable indicator of the elimination of the practices attacked by the inspectors? Can
the closing down of pharmacies or whole monasteries be considered as an end? In
more general terms, do the records of state authorities inform about real and
immediate changes of the medical marketplace or rather about what fell into—or
remained outside of—the inspectors‘ field of view?
From cooperation to dissolution – The Pauline pharmacy of Lepoglava
The monastery of Lepoglava was the center of the Croatian Pauline province,
and it developed into one of the main cultural and educational centers of Croatia
during the seventeenth century.39 The minute books made after its suppression in
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1786 preserved the inventory of a well-equipped pharmacy. The monastery hosted 30
persons, among whom a lay brother, Fr. Damianus Prutter, was noted as pharmacist.
Furthermore, a list of the servants of the monastery preserved in the dissolution
report mentions Josephus Biszek (as pharmacopolae famulus) and a chyrurgus, Xaverius
Hrasznik.40
The inventory of the pharmacy was made under the inspection of the county
physician, doctor Johann Baptiste Lalangue. The Luxembourg-born doctor was a
student of Gerard van Swieten and he became the county physician of Varaždin in
1772. He published medical treatises not only in Latin, but also in Croatian and
Hungarian, with the aim of popularizing the medical knowledge. His books on rural
medicine, mineral waters and midwifery revolved around the need for an appropriate
medical provision in the countryside, and meant to disseminate knowledge on
therapeutics, practices, and medicaments that could be accessible and affordable even
for the poor people.41
According to the dissolution files of Lepoglava, Lalangue kept in touch with
the monks as the contracted doctor of the monastery for an annual fee of 50 forints.42
Fulfilling his duties as the doctor of the monastery, he must have cooperated with its
pharmacist, too, while, as county physician, he could keep an eye on the activity of the
pharmacy and its contact with the wider public.
The inventory of the pharmacy indicates that its size and equipment was
suitable to provide medicaments not only for the inmates of the monastery if needed,
but even for the local people on a regular basis. The furniture and number of storing
vessels let us to sketch up a well-equipped officina: five chests with drawers and shelves
held 400 old painted wooden vessels (pyxis), 32 sugar jars, 50 bigger and 40 smaller
white majolica vessels, 80 glass phials, 186 other pharmaceutical vials, 5 green glazed
jars, 120 wooden boxes in different sizes, 360 small glass jars, 19 glasses for sweets, 30
blue glass jars, 30 green glazed jars, 16 small glasses and bottles.43
Several instruments listed in the inventory refer to the existence of a
laboratory: an old iron hearth with two hangers from which cauldrons and kettles
could be suspended. Several tops, pans made of brass copper and iron in different
sizes constituted a significant part of the equipment. The preparation of different
materials could take place in the same room: knives and chopping boards for roots
and herbs, grater, funnels, sieves, scales with weights, measuring vessels, a big wooden
press and two smaller ones for pressing oils and juices, 10 smaller and bigger mortars
made of brass, and a glass mortar were on hand for the pharmacist.44
Not only does the inventory of Fr. Putter‘s room45 list the usual furniture of a
cozy living room, clothes and other household objects, but it also reports about
medical books and instruments. Fortunately, the inventory preserved the titles and
authors of Putter‘s books, among which Lalangue‘s three most important works were
also present: his Medicina ruralis,46 Brevis institutio de re obstetritia,47 and Tractatus de aquis
medicatis regnorum Croatiae et Slavoniae48. A so-called Feldapotheke was inventoried in the
same room: it was a chest that could serve as a mobile pharmacy commonly used by
military surgeons. None of the sources mention explicitly that Putter was active as an
itinerant healer, and the dissolution files report his old age (64) and illness (podagra)
that probably made him unable to undertake longer journeys.49 But his famulus, or the
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surgeon of the monastery, could transport his products. Lalangue definitely realized
the significant role of the monks in the medical provision of the region.
Unfortunately, we can only speculate about the content and forms of the transfer of
knowledge that may took place between the county physician and the lay brother. We
cannot know how his books or personal supervision influenced the activity of the
pharmacist or whether or not Lalangue could take advantage of Putter‘s knowledge
and social network. But he probably regarded the monastery as a potential carrier of
the medical knowledge he wanted to disseminate. The suppression of the Pauline
order put an end to this possibly cooperative partnership.50
Landlords as patrons – The Franciscan pharmacy of Keszthely
The pharmacy of Keszthely was run by the Franciscans, and its fate sheds
light on the role of supportive landlords in the medical economy. Keszthely was the
center of the estate of the Festetics family, and their patronage could have played a
crucial role in the foundation of the Franciscan pharmacy in the 1750s. The case of
Keszthely was very similar to the fate of the Capuchin pharmacies of Hatvan and
Máriabesnyő that came to existence in the manorial centers of the Grassalkovich
family in 1749 and 1769. Both landlords—Kristóf Festetics and Antal
Grassalkovich—were active in the political life of Hungary and held important
positions in the central offices of the country. Both of them were famous for the
exemplary management of their estates and their political career could have also given
them incentives to improve health care conditions. Kristóf Festetics died in 1768, and
I. Antal Grassalkovich in 1771. Their successors had much less direct contact with
their estates. However, in the case of Keszthely, the Festetics‘ still remained active as
patrons of medical provision in their estates up to the nineteenth century.51
The pharmacy inspections of 1786 affected the Franciscan pharmacy of
Keszthely as well. It was carried out by the county physician Franciscus de Slaby.
According to his report, the pharmacy was run by the lay brother Camillus Meyberger.
He was certified as magister chyrurgiae at the University of Pest52 and practiced his
profession ―in the fields‖ (auf den ofenen lande). He was not present at the moment of
the inspection since ―he went in the country‖ (abwesend, und über land gewesen), and thus
Slaby found another lay brother in the pharmacy, Bartholomeus Lickler. He presented
himselfas a surgeon, but the physician was doubtful about this claim (seines vorgebens
nach ein gelehrnter Wundartzt sein solle) and noted that Licker was not trained as
pharmacist and did not take an exam at the university either (hat auch als Appothecker
weder gelernet, noch ein Examen in der Universität gemacht). They had a 17-year-old
apprentice, Joseph Krits, but his training was more related to surgery than pharmacy.53
The spaces and equipment of the pharmacy were not criticized; the
physician‘s main concern was the qualification of the Franciscan brothers, thus he
threatened them with a potential closure of the pharmacy, in case none of them would
pass an appropriate exam. Two years later, in 1788, the monastery was suppressed,
and the related documents contain only a short note about the handing over of the
pharmacy to Jacob Thein, the pharmacist of Kanizsa, in January 1788.54 Meyberger
and Licker were both named as surgeons in the minute books that listed the personnel
(Personalstand).55 While the monastery was sold to a surgeon called Johan de Rosa,
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Camillus Meyberger remained an active healer of the region. Gábor Vezza, the
protomedicus of Hungary, was informed of his activity in 1789, and he ordered the
county physician to put an end to his ―quackery‖.56 The pharmacy was soon
purchased from de Rosa by György Festetics, and it continued its operation as a
secular pharmacy of the Festetics estates. Meyberger was not employed in the
pharmacy anymore, but his name was listed among the teachers of the secondary
school of Keszthely. Then, from 1796, he was employed in the hospital of Keszthely,
that was also in the ownership of the Festetics.57 Thus, even if he could not operate
the pharmacy anymore, Meyberger was allowed to stay in town and got integrated into
other institutions of Keszthely, thanks to the patronage and estates management of an
aristocratic family.
Conclusions
In rural areas, a monastery could work as an ‗incubator‘ of medical
practitioners who also needed to accommodate themselves to the medical and
economic culture of a rural society that required greater mobility and was less reliant
on monetary exchanges. Thus, the monasteries and their local supporters could use
topographical arguments and put forward the low density of the available medical
services (especially in the countryside) when they negotiated the legitimacy and social
utility of their activity. On the other hand, the rhetoric of the state emphasized the
importance of the labor division of surgeons, physicians, and apothecaries and the
necessity of corresponding qualifications. Starting from the 1770s, the monasteries
gradually disappeared from the medical marketplace, partly as a consequence of the
strengthening endeavor of the state to control professional standards and business
activity of the medical personnel, partly because of the monastic policies of Maria
Theresa and Joseph II, which reduced the number of monasteries.
In all the three cases which I have examined in the study, the lay brothers
running the pharmacies also offered medical services as itinerant healers within their
region and routinely crossed the borders between domestic and public, charitable and
commercialized, professional and popular healing practices. Such ambiguities often
resulted in the dismissal of monastery pharmacies and itinerant surgeons from the
medical marketplace and their labeling as quacks. They became agents against whom
the expanding state power could manifest, and their clashes with state authorities
testify both the opportunities and limitations of realizing imperial agendas. Even
where the institutional framework (i.e. the monastery and its pharmacy) was dissolved,
some of the apothecary-surgeon monks could stay in contact with their former
patients and still be part of the local medical culture and of the related social network.
Sometimes they managed to continue their activity for decades, especially if secular
healers failed to fill the gaps left by the suppression of monasteries.
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